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 Players can choose between five different characters and control their movements in environments. The game contains many
different tasks that require players to negotiate and navigate platforms and obstacles. A link to the Smurfs movie was used to

justify the name Smurfs 2. The game was released on PlayStation 2, Wii, Nintendo DS, GameCube, Xbox and Windows in June
2010. Gameplay The Smurfs 2 video game contains five gameplay modes that include Story Mode, Mission Mode, Climb

Mode, Hide and Seek, and Puzzle Mode. Story Mode includes four different chapters, the first of which focuses on Papa Smurf
and his clan, the Clumsy Clan. Story Mode offers additional content through the Clumsy Clan – a level that the player can

accomplish through completing a series of challenges. The second chapter presents Smurfette and her family, the Clumsy Clan,
and the final chapter has the Brainy Clan – a group of Smurfs that are introduced to the player. The player controls a chosen

character that can slide, swim, jump and climb on a variety of different types of platforms. Throughout the gameplay, the player
encounters a series of obstacles that include land mines, acid, giant spiders, and moving walls. The player is also given the
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opportunity to explore different buildings and climb walls. The gameplay has five main activities that have five levels of
difficulty: Character, Obstacle, Level, Time, and Puzzle. Players can choose one of five Smurf characters and play through the

five gameplay modes in Story Mode. For Story Mode, the player navigates through five chapters with four being entirely
platform-based. Each chapter presents an assortment of different challenges. Story Mode also provides the player with a ranking
system that allows them to earn and spend points. The ranking system will help the player progress through Story Mode and take
on different gameplay challenges. Players can choose to control Papa Smurf, Brainy Smurf, Clumsy Smurf, or Gargamel – who

controls the other characters depending on who the player is and the difficulty level. For a second character, the player must
have a certain Smurf obtain a star while controlling the chosen character. The main gameplay involves being the first Smurf to
the edge of a platform, platform switching, jumping, and climbing. Players can control their movements through a directional
pad or a keypad. Swimming is accomplished with the aid of the directional pad and jumping is done by pressing down on the

directional pad. To 82157476af
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